Interface property responsible for effective interactions of protean segments: Intrinsically disordered regions that undergo disorder-to-order transitions upon binding.
Proteins that lack a well-defined conformation under native conditions are referred to as intrinsically disordered proteins. When interacting with partner proteins, short regions in disordered proteins can undergo disorder-to-order transitions upon binding; these regions are called protean segments (ProSs). It has been indicated that interactions of ProSs are effective: the number of contacts per residue of ProS interface is large. To reveal the properties of ProS interface that are responsible for the interaction efficiency, we classified the interface into core, rim and support, and analyzed them based on the relative accessible surface area (rASA). Despite the effective interactions, the ProS interface is mainly composed of rim residues, rather than core. The ProS rim is more effective than the rim of heterodimers, because the average rASAs of ProS rim, which is significantly large in the monomeric state, provides a large area to be used for the interactions. The amino acid composition of ProSs correlated well with those of heterodimers in both the core and rim. Therefore, the composition cannot explain why the rASAs of the ProS rim are large in the monomeric state. The balance between a small core and a large rim, and the large solvent exposure of the rim in the monomeric state, are the key to the disorder-to-order transition and the effective interactions of ProSs.